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Abstract
1. Whether new technologies will have a positive impact on how societies experience nature depends on how particular devices and populations come to interact.
2. This paper reviews two bodies of work that have sought to understand and influence these interactions with reference to the smartphone.
3. The first is associated with a group of researchers interested in how smartphone apps might help people to engage with their surroundings in beneficial ways.
4. The second comes from a set of scholars hoping to learn from the analysis of the social media datasets associated with smartphone interactions outdoors.
5. After comparing these how these two bodies commonly see the social world, the paper considers how other approaches might augment these endeavours.
6. We argue for more studies that explore what different social groups have to say about life with the smartphone and how norms of technology use emerge.
7. We also suggest that this area of research might engage more fully with wider academic work on how smartphones are reshaping our societies.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In an extensive review of how studies focused on the human benefits of experiencing nature (understood as outdoor environments in which plants, trees and animals are in comparative abundance) could inform public health promotion, Frumkin et al. (2017) discuss how technological advances will likely play into this experience. In considering this prospect, they make what initially seems like an uncontroversial point in claiming that ‘smartphone apps may facilitate or inform a connection to nature’ (p. 9). Yet, as Coyne (2014) had already noted, this optimistic vision may, for other commentators, go against all that is good about nature experience. For them, the whole point is to encourage people to put down their devices and benefit from the personal restoration that particularly comes from a less mediated encounter. His whole discussion is, in fact, devoted to fighting the assumption that smartphones are fundamentally antithetical to the right way of experiencing nature.

Smartphones can be attached to some very different visions of how these technologies are influencing the likelihood of future societies benefiting from nature experience. And that should come as no surprise when we are still coming to terms with how fully they have infiltrated so many aspects of everyday life. On the one hand, we may be tempted to paint a dystopian picture in which populations have become so used to staring at their screens that they rarely even notice where they are. On the other hand, we could anticipate a...
more positive situation in which smartphones have come to prompt their users to engage with their immediate surroundings various rewarding new ways. Our review starts with the suggestion that which kind of scenario will eventually come to pass rests, in at least some part, on how relevant researchers imagine and influence this relationship through their work. This may be especially the case for this area of scholarship in which a common hope is that the results of individual studies will inform positive interventions in wider society. With that in mind, this paper takes stock of how the link between smartphone interactions and nature benefits has most often been studied to date. It starts by setting the scene with a short overview of wider work on how smartphones are reshaping societies. Then we describe how we came to focus our review on two bodies of research concerned with the relationship between smartphone interactions and nature experience. The first comes from a group of researchers who hope that smartphone applications (hereafter ‘apps’) might help people to get more out of their surroundings. The second has been produced by a set of scholars eager to learn from the social media practices that are already supported by smartphones. After evaluating the ways in which both bodies commonly picture social life, we end by considering how some alternative approaches might complement these endeavours. In undertaking this exercise, our aim is not to be overly critical when, instead of worrying about the effects of technological advances on nature experience in more abstract terms, these studies have been getting stuck into the detail of how exactly we should respond to the global spread of smartphones. Our aim is rather to consider how this work commonly imagines social life and what that means for future research in this area.

2 | UNDERSTANDING SMARTPHONE SOCIETIES

In Europe, nine of every 10 adults aged under 35 now own a smartphone that provides internet access in addition to making audio calls (Taylor & Silver, 2019). Globally, adults living in the more ‘advanced economies’ are more likely to own a smartphone than not, and the market seems far from saturated (ibid). This popularity should not surprise us in view of the very many apps that, once installed onto smartphones, serve to entertain us, provide useful information and present new ways of connecting with others wherever we are. It is easy to see why smartphones have become an increasingly indispensable and ubiquitous feature of modern life when they offer their users such a diversity of benefits.

Inevitably, however, there are also downsides to this situation. One of the most commonly expressed concerns starts with a suggested epidemic of ‘smartphone addiction’ in which many users are drawn into relatively compulsive patterns of interaction that may negatively impact their well-being (Horvath et al., 2020; Panova & Carbonell, 2018). Young people have been a particular source of concern in this respect as the ‘digital natives’ who were born into these smartphone societies (Palfrey, 2010). Some see them as the ‘head down generation’ that is now so often hunched over their screens that their bodies are already suffering as a result (Bueno et al., 2019). Others point to how young people may be pioneering new conventions of phone use in which they feel compelled to present themselves online positively and often even though doing so might be feeding their private insecurities (Chua & Chang, 2016). However, it is also true that smartphones can provide a relaxing place in which to spend some time (Huang & Su, 2018). In this respect, many owners may now see their smartphones as comforting social ‘pacifiers’ to which they instinctively turn when they find themselves in contexts that otherwise feel either stressful or insufficiently stimulating (Melumad & Tuan Pham, 2020). Sharing experiences through apps can also provide uplifting sources of inspiration in ways that trigger positive emulation (Meier et al., 2020).

The picture is predictably complicated, which is partly because the situation is changing fast. But it also relates to how different research approaches naturally highlight different aspects. And that leaves us with questions about how existing academic work focused on the human experience of nature connects to this wider discussion. Whilst there is a great deal of evidence to suggest that being in natural environments can provide various human benefits (Fagerholm et al., 2020; Frumkin et al., 2017; Hartig et al., 2014; Maller et al., 2006), how exactly a smartphone focus could help in the promotion of these benefits is another matter. With that in mind, this paper asks: what ways of looking at this connection are currently most common, how do relevant studies picture social life, and what are the implications for future research on this topic?

3 | UNDERTAKING OUR REVIEW

The material for this review was not produced through a systematic examination of academic papers that were identified by following an established procedure. Our interest in this topic developed more organically than that. The seed was sown at some conference sessions in which we learnt of an app aiming to facilitate positive nature experiences in the United Kingdom. As researchers who have studied everyday practices, this piqued our interest in questioning how exactly social life was being imagined in current academic work on smartphones and nature experience. With that in mind, we decided to embark on an iterative process of exploring this work. Relevant terms were typed into academic search engines and then we followed various reference trails. Along the way, we gradually refined and reworked our strategy to understand how this connection has most commonly been studied.

Studies focused on citizen science were excluded from our review because our interest was in promoting public health through nature experience more than encouraging civic involvement. This is therefore a review concerned with how studies have thought about promoting well-being through nature experience for different populations by taking the smartphone as their focus. The review did not focus on certain countries or world regions though studies from Europe and North America tended to predominate. By organising the process in this way, we only evaluated academic papers on this topic. And we imagine that all sorts of industry studies will have
shaped the various apps that have been developed in recent years with the intention of encouraging enjoyable engagements with elements of the natural world through activities that range from birdwatching to plant spotting. Whilst an appreciation of how they see the social contexts into which their apps hope to intervene would be welcome that was outside our scope.

Two bodies of work emerged from this exercise as those with the most studies belonging to them and so we focus the rest of our paper on those. In evaluating these two, we were particularly interested in how certain research approaches were associated with certain visions of the societies that the studies involved sought to understand and certain ideas about how those societies are influenced. Our discussion of the results now begins with a sense of excitement about a craze for collecting animated characters that might tempt some people into nature spaces outdoors to which they may never have otherwise gone.

4 | NEW APPLICATIONS FOR ENGAGEMENT: TRIGGERING EXCITEMENT AND IMAGES OF URBAN LIFE

A widely cited consideration of how smartphone apps might foster positive human engagements with nature takes its inspiration from the global popularity of PokemonGO. PokemonGO is an ‘augmented reality’ game in which animated characters (the ‘pokemon’) are nominally scattered across physical space such that players who hope to collect them must go to the physical sites that trigger their appearance on their smartphones (Dorwood et al., 2017). If nothing more, the authors argue this game takes those who may otherwise have been inclined to remain indoors into sites that often include parks, gardens and other green spaces. But, beyond that, the parallel between the animated characters dreamt up by game designers and the living species to which societies might otherwise be increasingly oblivious was obvious: If people can be so easily tempted to search for computer-generated creatures outside, surely there is scope for using a similar strategy to get them to notice the real-world equivalents and thereby engage with nature in positive new ways (Preece, 2017)?

This excitement (see also Jepson & Ladle, 2015) hints at the essential rationale for our first body of work. Although anxieties are occasionally expressed (to which we will return), the idea here is that smartphones, in conjunction with imaginatively designed apps, hold great promise in fostering positive human experiences with nature. Indeed, for researchers already focused on ‘human–computer interaction’ (HCI), encouraging digitally mediated experiences with nature can be straightforwardly seen as a new ‘domain of application’ in which to apply their ingenuity (Jones et al., 2018). In doing so, one common objective (comparable to the PokemonGO example) centres on engendering a sense of excitement about everyday environments that are otherwise assumed to be found comparatively dull. In Soro et al. (2018), for example, the ambition is to develop an app that encourages children to see (and then care about) the animals that live around them. In McEwan at al. (2020), users are alerted when they may be ‘going through a natural environment’ based on the implicit assumption that they might otherwise be unlikely to notice the beauty of nature and receive the associated benefits. Phillips and Kau (2019) in their work on ‘nature gaming’ similarly see much promise in using apps to augment play in ways that lead to a more empathetic relationship with local birds that are themselves not always around or so easily spotted.

The picture here is generally one of a decidedly active form engagement that is very different to more passive forms of immer- sive enjoyment. An intriguing example of how these two formats are potentially bridged is, however, seen in the ‘enviropulse’ app (Valtchanov & Hancock, 2015). Its ambition was to translate the insights of environmental psychology studies that suggest that contemplating certain arrangements of greenery can provide mental respite into an alert system that tells the user when such arrangements are nearby. In this regard, this project was effectively developing a kind of ‘PokemonGO for psychological restoration’ in which the app alerts relate to the nearness of green space more than augmented reality creatures. Whilst these studies endeavour to fine tune the ways in which potential users interact with different forms of interface, the social experience with the finished product still suggests a tricky experiential balancing act for the potential user. How easy, in terms of the lived reality, is it to reconcile a sense of excitement about the impending nearness of beneficial green environments and slowing down to a point when the user is sufficiently relaxed to reap the restorative rewards they potentially provide?

The suggestion that app alerts might disrupt the social experience of nature spaces in less than ideal ways is not lost on many of those in this field. For example, in asking people to notice the ‘good things’ they see in nature, Richardson and Sheffield (2017) consider how the act of noticing might problematically take people out of the moment. And, whilst sharing what has been noticed through social media might feasibly get others to notice the good things too, they are aware that questions remain about whether ‘noticing’ is the activity that we should aspire to encourage if certain ways of noticing prevent people from more fully immersing themselves in these environments (in ways that are already good for them). In another study from this team, the researchers voice concerns about how, when they asked the participants in their Northern England project to record beneficial encounters with nature, the ‘nature’ on which they focused was often of a particular type, with certain animal sightings, for example, featuring more than might have otherwise been expected (McEwan et al., 2020). This leads them to wonder whether societies should be educated away from a focus on ‘spectacular’ moments when part of their intention is to encourage people to see beauty in the more mundane environments that they might otherwise ignore. However, one problem here is that being asked to ‘record’ their experience naturally leads people to focus on the ‘spectacular’ scenes that invite recording, especially if photographing with phones is part of the process.

This takes us to our interest in how everyday life is imagined in this work, which, in return, returns us to the ambivalence that we introduced
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act to undermine the very experiences that these apps hope to encourage. In considering what studies in this field have said about this matter, it is telling that the studies most willing to consider the possibility that the ideal experience is one in which smartphones are comparatively absent are those focused on experiences explicitly apart from ‘everyday life’. More specifically, these studies are focused on what some might see as the ‘real nature’ found away from cities—those who have ‘escaped’ technology and society to benefit from hiking and other outdoor pursuits (Anderson & Jones, 2018). The assumption now is that the hiker is already well placed to benefit from the environments around them (and might do so more fully if undisturbed by technology). There is less of a perceived need to trigger a sense of excitement here. The few studies that involve speaking with hikers about their smartphone use have led to some interesting suggestions in this regard. Hikers talk of how, though they are inclined to take their phones with them, they also have developed creative strategies to stay connected with others whilst also revelling in the pleasures of comparative isolation (Helms et al., 2019). These include looking at their phones at particular times (rather than constantly interacting with them) and taking a surprising pleasure from staging a temporary social media disappearance. Other hikers also describe their ambivalent relations with navigational apps that are certainly helpful but can also take them out of the moment (Rogers & Leung, 2021). One study on this topic accordingly recommends that hikers are told about how apps can undermine the experience so that they can ration their smartphone engagement accordingly (Amerson et al., 2020). A further study, this time drawing on observational methods, sheds a different light on how smartphone apps and social dynamics intersect by videoing walkers on the moorlands of mid Wales (Smith et al., 2020). This study demonstrates how the interactions that take place around a navigational app can serve to encourage certain social relationships and bonding experiences whilst walking. These walkers are presumably benefiting from their surroundings. But they are also getting to know one another through collaborative discussion around the app. In any case, this work reminds us to be careful not to assume that hikers and walkers are generally enjoying a personally restorative immersive experience in unmediated nature. If they get lost, after all, they might soon relate to ‘natural’ environments in a very different way (and be quite thankful of having a smartphone at hand to help them get their bearings back).

With this picture of the lived experience in mind, some of those who focus on time away from cities see themselves as walking the tightrope of creating ‘unobtrusive technologies’ (Jones et al., 2018) that augment, but do not intervene too greatly into, what is otherwise thought of as a positive experience with the immediate surroundings (Kerber et al., 2018). This is because the users found away from everyday urban life are often presumed to be there precisely because they want temporarily to ‘disconnect’ from their pressures back home (see also Michael, 2009). If this is so, the app developer must be mindful of the potential for unhelpfully distracting from the feelings of escape that users may already be enjoying. A neat example of how this tension is negotiated comes from the ‘anti-social’ hiker app (Posti et al., 2014).

This alerts hikers when other smartphone users are nearby on their trails, based on the assumption that seeing them is the last thing that hikers would want when revelling in the solitary pleasures of their walk. The trouble, however, is that time spent dodging other hikers (for which, jumping into bushes is unappealing, but being offered alternative routes is understandably more welcome) might also be less than fully meditative. Indeed, the result could feasibly be more akin to a kind of computer gaming (in which the aim is to dodge the hikers) than nature communing. In any case, the overall picture is quite different to how, in the urban context, a common assumption is that users are preoccupied such that the challenge faced by the app is to make them stop and notice their surroundings. In this thinking, smartphones should be harnessed because people are assumed to already be using them. Hence, the argument that, if we cannot get them off their phones, we should encourage the patterns of use that stand to yield the greatest health benefits (McEwan et al., 2019).

How different social groups may already be carving out routines that combine significant smartphone use and sufficient beneficial nature experience generally goes unexplored in these accounts. There has been a discussion of how young people might find ‘disconnection’ especially difficult (understandably so since, as already discussed, they have grown up with the smartphone; Phillips & Kau, 2019). Yet, by contrast, it also seems that those who had seldom engaged with nearby nature in this way before may be especially likely to benefit from being asked to (McEwan et al., 2019). So, there may be significant potential for fostering engagement amongst those who feel new to nature. Either way, the suggestion that particular social groups might already be enjoying plenty of nature experience (and therefore have little need for any well-designed app) is often beyond the scope of this work. This is because a common objective amongst these studies is to collect data on whether their proposed apps will work. This can mean that the aim is to recruit enough people who are willing to take part in trials more than it is to see how smartphone interactions and nature experiences are already being juggled by various social groups in various contexts.

5 | SOCIAL MEDIA SHARING: SUPPLANTING SURVEYS AND PICTURING THE EXPERIENCE

In our second body of work focused on online sharing practices, we see a similar level of excitement about how those interested in fostering positive nature experiences might respond to the widespread embrace of the smartphone. Here, however, the argument generally goes that, by examining the wealth of data that is already being produced by the interactions people have with their smartphones in relevant environments, we put ourselves in a stronger position to ensure that they continue to benefit from these environments. This is either by informing how relevant spaces are managed or by using these data to strengthen the argument for preserving green spaces and encouraging people to go to them. So, unlike the first body of work in which the objective was to influence what different
populations do in relevant nature spaces, the ambition now is to learn from what they are already doing within them. One of the main justifications for this work is that it provides a more cost-effective means of assessing and evaluating the visitor experience when compared to the traditional survey (Donahue et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2017). Pluntz et al. (2019), for example, suggest that these data will likely become essential in green space planning (once their problems have been ironed out).

Before turning to how these studies imagine smartphone interactions in social life, it is again worth considering experiences apart from the everyday. Uploads to the picture sharing site Flickr (which are commonly done from smartphones) have been a popular source of data in this work. This is partly because the images found there are commonly geotagged in a way that allows researchers to examine the relationship between what people take photos of, where they take them, and how they represent the experience in their compositions and captions. Yet the patterns found within these data can also be interpreted quite differently. For example, for those interested in how sensitive people are to the visual quality of their environments, a study of lake water quality in North America (Keeler et al., 2015) uses Flickr uploads to suggest that visitors are indeed quite aesthetically sensitive. In their dataset, they find a direct relationship between the visual quality of water and the likelihood of lake photos being deposited on Flickr. We could use these data to emphasise the importance of taking good care of these lakes. If we do not, those who (potentially because of how smartphones are reshaping our societies more generally) have become especially alive to visual consumption and the aesthetic qualities of their surroundings will be less likely to take photos there and share them afterwards. That might then make others less inclined to visit since they have not been prompted by the pictures to follow suit. However, a rather different story can be extracted from Flickr data in a study by Levin et al. (2015) that partly considers how globally recognised beauty spots are responded to by users of this site. They find that people do not venture too far from the roads before taking the photos that they subsequently share on Flickr. Although the roads could be taking people directly to the most striking spots, we could think quite differently about their desire for visual perfection if they are unwilling to stray very far from their cars. Our point here is that, whilst there are massive amounts of data to be exploited here, these data can be used to paint very different pictures of the social scenarios involved.

Another good example of this ambiguity relates to the finding that positive mentions of ‘nature’ on Twitter (as the other popular data source for these studies) are associated with countries with higher life satisfaction (such as Iceland and New Zealand; Chang et al., 2020). The authors use this finding to float the suggestion that those living in countries blessed with easy access to ‘quality’ nature are reaping the well-being rewards that come from having it close to hand. Yet, another interpretation, if we lingered over who is taking the photos, is that these citizens could, in fact, be feeling happy about profiting from the visitors who have come to photograph the views. Building on the idea that we should take care about inferring real-world scenarios from these aggregate data sources (and moving towards how certain aspects of everyday life are imagined in this work), the same paper by Chang et al. (2020) also notes how, at the global level, there seems to be fairly strong evidence to support the idea that major life events (such as weddings and birthdays) involve photos with vegetation backdrops. This, they wonder, might be a further cause for celebration for those hoping to encourage positive nature experiences. Why? Because they see evidence of a persistent human desire to be in nature (namely the ‘biophilia hypothesis’ cf. Kellert & Wilson, 1993) since, on important occasions, and whenever they can, people seek out these environments. Yet, an opposing suggestion would be that what we are seeing here is a ritualistic return to environments which many have largely forgotten about and which are only sought out at major life events. There are opportunities for fascinating analysis here. But we should be careful not to jump the interpretative gun.

Turning to those who are often thought to live fairly near the nature spaces involved, Twitter has come to predominate as a data source, presumably partly because more familiar places are less likely to be sufficiently spectacular to prompt Flickr deposits. This has led to a different strategy for examining the effects of parks, namely ‘sentiment analysis’ as a method that considers what the tweets that are produced in particular environments suggest about how people experience them. One particularly arresting example comes from a recent paper in this journal (Schwartz et al., 2019) in which, by comparing the frequency with which Twitter users in San Francisco used phrases that were taken to indicate whether they are feeling positive at the time, the authors not only found that being in a park makes for more positive tweeting but also that this effect can last for some time afterwards. A similar study in New York complicates the picture (Pluntz et al., 2019). This finds green spaces closer to people’s homes producing this same kind of positive result. However, this is not the case for green spaces near to workplaces where perhaps the stresses of work are too great for any park experiences to achieve the same intensity of effect. Such analysis could ultimately lead to compelling real-time depictions of changing mental states as people flow into and out of urban green spaces and we can imagine those depictions being particularly effective in encouraging their use. Either way, it would be almost impossible to consider these effects through traditional survey methods that take only snapshots of how people feel about their surroundings. It is with such ideas in mind that the body of work on Twitter and green space is growing fast (Roberts et al., 2018).

This work has, however, for reasons to which we now turn, so far tended to stop short of recommendations. This is partly because, when we get to the detail of how people respond to natural environments, the suggestions that follow on from what can be seen in the Twitter data are intriguing. The presence of tree cover provides a good example. In an analysis of both Flickr and Twitter data from Minnesota parks, Donahue et al. (2018) find that greater tree cover leads to more image sharing but fewer tweets. So some groups are drawn to trees more than others. Or perhaps, trees make for better pictures (whereas tweeters prefer to compose posts on the grass). However, across the Atlantic, in the English city of Birmingham, how
often people tweet about exercising in parks seems to be related to tree cover. These authors speculate that this could be a result of trees offering the shade that encourages them to stop and tweet or it could be a product of how trees provide a more aesthetic backdrop for pictures (Roberts et al., 2017). So, should more trees be planted? If we want to encourage photography and physical fitness in Birmingham, the suggestion here is that this could be a good idea. But, if this happened in Minnesota, it is also possible that some Twitter users might drift away. This kind of more fine-grained analysis in which the specific components of what is sometimes analysed as a more general ‘nature experience’ for want of greater detail pushes us to think harder about what social media users are really responding to in urban parks. For example, back in the north of England, Brindley et al. (2019) present us with a word cloud based on the captions that most often accompany positive Flickr depictions of local parks. Linking back to the earlier discussion of what was also found in Sheffield about ‘spectacular’ nature (McEwan et al., 2020) and how we should think about the frequency of tweets about animals, the word ‘squirrel’ is front and centre in their cloud. We should be cautious about taking positive posts as a viable proxy for what people want, rather than what they find remarkable. In other words, although it might be nice to encourage more squirrels in the park, they are probably not the most important thing to people. Again, this finding invites us to imagine the social situations that produce the tweets and the posts and how different groups may report on their experiences in particular ways for particular reasons.

One of the most intriguing suggestions skirted by Schwartz et al. (2019) is that being in natural environments can make people tweet. This is not only because these are the environments that they may most want to celebrate but also because being there can increase their levels of sociability and positive disposition towards others (Zhang et al., 2014). So, rather than smartphones standing in the way of nature benefits, perhaps people turn to their phones when the benefits have been accrued and their newly acquired well-being encourages them reach out to friends and family. Either way, the processes by which people come to tweet and post through their smartphones in natural environments are still unclear. And though the exploitation of this data source is often justified in terms of being more efficient than a survey, these data are the outcome of a social experience quite unlike that of completing a questionnaire. The understandable interest in this data source should not blind us to how these social processes complicate the picture. For example, in another study that pays particular attention to the sentiments expressed in the tweets that are produced by those who are in green space, Wilkie et al. (2020) are amongst the few to acknowledge that self-promotion might be a motivation. Certainly, these tweets should not be understood as a straightforward and comparatively guileless record of green space experience. Instead, they may often be a rather more strategic means of presenting the user to their social network. In their study, they compare how the sentiments expressed on Twitter square with a popular model of the ways in which natural environments may act to produce psychological restoration. They find that people are tweeting quite a lot about how these environments support particular activities and less than they expected about their intrinsic beauty. Could this mean that tweeters are turning away from a celebration of natural scenes? Or is it rather that nature provides an attractive backdrop for those who seek validation from those to whom they are linked online? In this way, we could see being in attractive green spaces as a kind of ‘nature legitimation’ for the attention-seeking poster. In a more prosaic vein, Roberts et al. (2019) show how, when people tweet positively about urban green space in Birmingham, this is often about events taking place there, rather than offering us a straightforward insight into ‘nature experience’. By scrutinising the detail of their data, they show how many tweeting visitors may, in fact, be talking about litter deposits or sports events (perhaps even the squirrels that can tend to catch their eye?).

The social contexts of smartphone use are most often considered in this field with reference to who is more or less likely to post (rather than the social situations that lead them to post in the first place) and how particular demographic groups are more likely to share online than others. This raises the question of what should be done about this inconsistency. If the argument is that this source of data is set to become ‘essential’ within future green space management, one answer is that we should attempt to get currently under-represented groups to do more tweeting (on that see Roberts et al., 2019). That would make sense if the aim is to make the data more truly representative of the experiences and feelings of the broader population. But, if we put these sampling issues aside for a moment, do we really want to encourage others (ideally nearly everyone?) to interact with their smartphones in this way when doing so might feasibly stop people from benefiting as much as they otherwise might from being there? Returning to some of the concerns expressed in the previous body of work, how should this second body handle the ‘non-users’ who may benefit more from natural environments precisely because they have disengaged from their smartphones? Furthermore, do planners and green space managers necessarily want to fill these spaces with the features that currently lead to the most positive tweets and posts? In one respect, perhaps they might because, if we allow ourselves to reflect on how social media are shaping societies, that could set off a chain reaction of interest from wider ‘follower’ populations who have been ‘influenced’ by those who authored the original tweet. But, if all they are doing when they get there is to seek out a similar form of online approval by emulating that same tweet, are they really getting so much benefit from being in these natural environments (on the relationship between ‘selfie’ taking and nature ‘disconnection’, see Richardson et al., 2018)?

6 | DISCUSSION

In the above overview, we have examined what we believe to be the two ways of researching the relationship between smartphone interactions and beneficial nature experience that currently predominate. In undertaking this exercise, we are impressed by how both bodies of work are thinking hard about the detail of how smartphones are, and could be, lived with, instead of worrying about the impacts of new technologies in a more abstract manner. But we also
think it is worth considering the ways in which these bodies of work are, partly by virtue of the ambitions that they have for their studies and partly because of the data on which they draw, encouraged to see the issue. Acknowledging that there are exceptions, Table 1 attempts to provide a summary of some of these ways.

We see many questions being prompted by this table. The studies from the first group, for example, can tend to reproduce a vision of people busily rushing around their cities to the extent that, if we do not disrupt them, they may never notice the nearby nature. By contrast, the work of the second hints at how even short bursts of park experience are already proving very restorative to people. One can be anxious about the implications of how people have come to use their smartphones. The other occasionally skirts the suggestion that they should ideally use them more so that researchers have a more complete sense of how populations are benefitting from nature spaces. Comparing these two bodies of work also encourages us to reflect on how ‘nature’ is being defined within this developing field of research. What, for example, are the implications of the resolutions at which we explore it in our studies (from individual creatures and features to greenery more generally)?

More thought might be given to these matters before reaching for policy recommendations. Otherwise, some less than ideal scenarios could be inadvertently encouraged by studies that individually seek to have only positive impacts. Do those in charge of nature spaces, for example, want to end up creating the most attractive environments for the users of social media who might not be benefitting all that much if they are only looking to find the most attractive environment for their post before leaving? Equally, we could picture the role out of various nature apps that hope to trigger new forms beneficial engagement with the immediate physical environment but end up meaning that people go back down some of their more familiar online rabbit holes as soon as their smartphones come out of their pockets.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application developers</th>
<th>Online sharing analysts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How do they see the smartphone?</td>
<td>A tool to increase positive engagement with the natural environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is smartphone usage a good thing?</td>
<td>Ambivalent—‘we need to take care with this’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ‘nature’ with which they most commonly work</td>
<td>Specific features of the immediate environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the essential objective of the work?</td>
<td>Improve technology to foster well-being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To whom are they catering?</td>
<td>Smartphone users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How should we think about non-users?</td>
<td>A problem because we cannot really reach them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do they picture everyday urban life?</td>
<td>A busy condition that requires intervention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

## 7 | FURTHER WORK ON NATURE BENEFITS AND SMARTPHONE INTERACTIONS

With the above reflections in mind, we now consider how some less common approaches might help to round out this picture and build a sturdier platform for future intervention. In this respect, it is worth noting how the broader discussion of ‘smartphone societies’ presented at the start of our paper is quite different to the two pictures associated with our two prevailing bodies of work. To explore these differences in practice, we might consider:

### 7.1 More qualitative studies

In the above discussion, we admittedly looked for instances in which the ‘user experience’ was imagined in rather different ways. Our thinking was that doing so might bring to the fore assumptions about lived experience that can end up being pushed into the background when we trade in aggregate datasets or focus on the detail of specific interactions instead of the broader social contexts of smartphone use. Other research approaches, however, are comparatively well suited to exploring these contexts in ways that would add some useful detail to the picture provided by the above two bodies of work. If part of our argument is that we should be careful about how certain assumptions can end up being baked into certain ways of studying smartphone use in natural spaces, qualitative methods can, for example, be particularly good (by virtue of being open to the hitherto unknown perspectives of the people involved) at critically engaging with how well some of these assumptions square with the actuality of their lived experience.

In the above discussion, the studies of how hikers spoke of social media and navigational apps were amongst the minority of papers...
we found that used these methods. These studies alone invited many questions about whether similar strategies were likely to be shared by others when they encounter natural spaces. So what happens when phones are taken out of people's pockets in a range of natural environments? Can the passive relaxation that feasibly comes from comparatively natural spaces and the active engagement that apps demand be easily combined for people? How do they see their tweets and their environments as linked and what might they say about the intriguing results of some of sentiment analysis studies discussed above? Qualitative studies would help us to learn from people’s responses to such questions. The illuminating accounts of how people are already managing these matters for themselves (despite being crucial in knowing how, when and whether to influence their actions) are currently often tantalisingly out of reach in the above two bodies of work because these methods are not that popular. Drawing on them more often could help us to understand how online and offline lives are being choreographed (rather than looking at engagements with identified apps in comparative isolation). In the above second body of work in particular, quantitative methods greatly predominate. Within it, Egarter Vigle et al. (2021) are rare in noting the value of interviews in exploring the social scenarios suggested by the patterns seen in their datasets. In a broader discussion of what apps say about the mood effects of nature experience, MacKerron and Mourato (2013) note how the process could go in different directions. In other words, people may go to nature spaces when they are happy instead of these spaces making them happy after they have arrived. Finding out about how these sorts of processes play out for people could be done by talking with them. Thinking beyond the interview, observational studies of smartphone interaction in natural environments could also help us to dig even further into the social dynamics involved.

7.2 | Different social groups

Both the approaches outlined above sometimes downplayed social diversity. The aim of the app developers, after all, was often to understand how apps could benefit users more generally. Meanwhile, the online sharing analysts can be tempted to overlook demographic variation in pursuit of more general conclusions about what broader populations may want or need. But different groups will have very different relationships with their smartphones (in ways that have implications for how and whether they benefit from time spent in natural spaces). They are much more than ‘people’ who may or may not be smartphone ‘users’. So, which groups could be most useful to study? One obvious axis to explore here is age. Younger people, in particular, have been singled out as those who may be particularly tempted by so-called ‘digital natives’. There is certainly evidence to suggest that young people are creatively absorbing smartphones into their lives in ways that allow them to deliver on various social imperatives in new ways (Thulin et al., 2020). But they may still be mindful of the mental health benefits of nature spaces (Birch et al., 2020) in ways that might make them put their phones away (or even leave them behind) when going to the park or the countryside. Either way, they are subject to specific pressures and expectations in terms of phone use that will likely make their responses to nature distinct.

Another strategy would be to start with those who have particular smartphone relations. Going back to our table, what could be learnt from the non-users? Or those who do a great deal of posting online compared to these who rarely do? Although the understandable ambition of the online sharing analysts is often to speak on behalf of broader populations, embedded within the datasets involved are posting patterns that could be explored in these terms. Are those who post a lot in the park doing so because the environment has filled them with a sense of positive sociability or because the environment is insufficiently interesting to distract them from their phones? The latter situation, of course, is not necessarily a bad thing if the enhanced mood and mental restoration results are the same. It could, in fact, lead us to encourage people to do their tweets outdoors. Either way, a more explicit focus on identified groups would help to explore these options. Going beyond the above focus on hikers who have set off to explore places outside the city, what about runners—when and in what ways might their smartphones augment experiences with the natural environment (Bamberg et al., 2018)? Turning to other groups, Gray et al. (2018), for example, have explored how gender serves to shape the depiction of outdoor experiences on Instagram, which takes us back to some of the important self-presentation issues with which we began. Here, Truong and Clayton (2020), for example, point to the value of speaking with ‘content creators’ about how they depict the natural world. They note how the most popular posts involving natural scenes are often curated by, for example, taking photos at the most visually attractive times of the day. So, is Instagram making people stay for the perfect shot in ways that could bring them extra well-being from the environment as they wait? Or might other potential posters soon leave relevant sites when they discover they do not match up to the idealised images that increasingly predominate on social media? Either way, it may be worth more fully exploring how, for the first of our two bodies of work, different social groups will engage differently with apps and, for the second, the social situations that produce the posts will likely be different for different sets of posters.

7.3 | Social anxieties and expectations

Building on the issue of how to handle social diversity, we might equally structure our samples around particular feelings about the natural world that are abroad in wider society. The motivation for this research, after all, is that there is something special about environments that contain plants, trees and other living creatures from which
people can benefit. But do different social groups share these beliefs? And, if they do, how do they go about reconciling them with their other preoccupations and priorities? This takes us to how different groups negotiate what we might call the everyday ethics of nature experience and smartphones use. The trend that immediately springs to mind here is that of the ‘digital detox’ which suggests that the anxieties with which this paper began are not harboured by those who study this topic alone. Dickinson et al. (2016), for example, consider the tensions involved in keeping devices at arm’s length for families when they hope to enjoy quality time together during camping holidays in the United Kingdom. But even when these technologies first became popular, there was a degree of cultural nervousness about staying ‘connected’ whilst also ‘getting away from it all’ in the ‘countryside’ (Michael, 2009). It seems that teachers are also ambivalent about how much smartphones should feature in their outdoor education work (Bolliger et al., 2020), but interestingly that younger teachers are more positive about this. Are the younger teachers more resigned to the presence of smartphones in all aspects of young lives today? Or are they more optimistic about what the technology can do?

This final suggestion points to how what people feel they should do with their smartphones is as much a social as an individual process—an outcome of how situated norms of action are established in particular contexts. Another way of thinking about what the smartphone does is to provide a social licence to be there. In other words, interacting with smartphones may give people who feel that they should be demonstrably occupied a legitimisation for lingering in environments they might feasibly get even more out of if they had the confidence to put the phone away (Hitchings, 2021; Ward Thompson, 2002). How do these conventions spread through different societies and how can innovatively designed studies capture that? We might equally turn to some of the other emotions that could be involved: When is it embarrassing to use (or not use) smartphones in natural environments, when it is a source of pride, and for whom? Linking back for one final time to our starting contextual discussion, it is notable that one of the most commonly expressed concerns about the societal impact of smartphones seen in the wider literature, that of the potential for smartphone ‘addiction’, goes largely without mention in the above two bodies of work on nature experience. The first likely pulls back because of the implication that nature apps could make matters worse by providing yet another reason for looking at phones. The second avoids it because it commonly works on the basis that frequent smartphone engagement is the reality of modern life rather than an obstacle standing in the way of deriving nature benefits. But these issues are probably crucial in understanding the ‘paths’ that take social groups either towards a fuller nature engagement outdoors or into online worlds accessed through their smartphones (Wang et al., 2021).

8 | CONCLUSION

This journal seeks to encourage interdisciplinary exchange in pursuit of the fullest sense of how people and nature interact and fresh ideas about how to positively influence these interactions. In line with this ambition, our review has explored how the smartphone currently is, and potentially could be, studied by those who are interested in fostering beneficial human experiences in natural environments outdoors. Our discussion started with two very different views on whether smartphones should be seen a good thing by those who hope to encourage these experiences. However, this is probably not the right time to be thinking in such abstract terms about whether smartphones are ‘good’ or ‘bad’ for nature experience. They are here now. And so it probably makes more sense to turn to the detail of how they are already being lived with.

In so doing, we focused on two prevailing ways of studying how smartphones might help to foster beneficial nature experiences. Both bodies of work are revealing important insights when smartphones seem set to stay. But, as research on this topic develops, we also think that it is worth reflecting on how certain images of social life can end up serving as unquestioned foundations for particular research strategies along with the extent to which they hold true in practice. More specifically, we think that future studies should be careful about glossing over variation in how different social groups engage with smartphones either because they are hopeful that certain apps might have a broad appeal or because of an understandable excitement about new data sources. We would also argue for further reflection on how ‘nature’ is handled by different bodies of work and the implications of seeing it as a container for stimulating experiences or a restorative backdrop to activities.

But, as we said, our aim is not to be overly critical when there is much fascinating and valuable work being done here. Our argument is more that some of the above suggestions warrant further examination at this point in its development. As part of this, further qualitative studies could help us to know whether and when they hold true for people. Some creative sampling might also be beneficial. So too might a fuller engagement with changing conventions of phone use more broadly and the feelings that accompany them.
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